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We heard two different gospel stories this morning.
! Outside, holding palm branches,
! ! we heard the story of Jesus riding triumphant into Jerusalem.
! ! ! People hailed him as the King of Israel,
! ! ! the one who comes in the name of the Lord.

! And just now, there was a much longer reading.
! ! A reading in which we all shouted “crucify him.”

! ! ! Two very different parts of the story.

This story is not straightforward
! or easy
! or very predictable.

! ! And that’s exactly why we ought to do it this way.

There is some question about taking a day
! named for the blessing
! ! and the hosanna
! ! and the triumph of our King,
there is some question about taking Palm Sunday
! and trying to have all the glory
! ! and all the sorrow jammed up together.

But I don’t have any question about that,
! any question about our murmuring praise
! ! and then shouting crucify some twenty minutes later.
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Because that’s our story.
! Because our story is not straightforward
! ! or easy
! ! or very predictable,

! ! ! and so that’s exactly why we ought to do it this way.

We think about the triumph of Jesus,
! the shouts of hosanna and praise.
! ! And I wonder what we imagine.

But remember,
! he was not riding a palanquin,
! ! attended by servants.
! He was not riding a warhorse,
! ! covered in armor.

! He was riding on a donkey’s colt.
! ! His feet probably a few inches off the ground.

For Jesus,
! triumph is always humble;
! and humility always leads to triumph.
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This triumphal gospel we heard before walking into the church.
! It’s only seven verses long.
! ! Shouting Hosanna for just the briefest moment.
And following up with betrayal,
! and denial,
! and all the rest.

! ! That’s the way we live.
! ! That’s who we are.

Glory to God
! shouted with our lives
! and with our voices
! and with all of our loves
! ! at the top of our lungs,

! and then betrayal,
! and denial,
! and all the rest.

! ! That’s the way we live.

At the very end of that reading outside,
! the reading about triumph and praise,
! ! we hear the Pharisees talking about Jesus.

Seeing him ride into the city as prophesy foretold
! and seeing all those folks holding palm branches
! ! and laying them at Jesus’ feet.
Seeing all that,
! they decided that Jesus couldn’t be stopped,
! ! saying to themselves:
! ! ! “You see, you can do nothing.
! ! ! Look, the whole world has gone after him!”
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They didn’t know how right they were.
! He has gone through the gates of the holy city,
! ! and has left them hanging open,
! ! ! for the whole world to follow after him.

The original Greek says it even more strongly,
! saying literally:
! ! “The whole cosmos has become his disciple.”

The whole cosmos;
all of creation is following after Jesus.

Following him to triumph;
following him to glory.

And that’s exactly where we wind up.
! Triumph,
! and glory.

The path we follow to get there,
! it’s never straightforward
! or easy
! or predictable.

We will shout ‘Hosanna’ for seven verses
! and then twenty minutes later shout ‘crucify’.

However we get there,
! no matter what,

! ! we are following Jesus to glory.
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